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Abstract

Shadow-bands are a low cost alternative when a precision solar tracker is not available. Adequate precision

may be achieved if the measured di�use irradiance is corrected to account for the sky portion blocked by

the shadow-band. The isotropic sky assumption leads to a systematic under estimation of di�use irradiance.

Several correction methods have been proposed to take into account the anisotropic e�ects. However, their

performance at a given site depends on the dominant local climate. In this work, it is shown that the local

adaptation of shadow band correction methods results in a signi�cant improvement in the di�use irradiance

measurement's accuracy. Nine well-known correction methods are implemented and tested (both in their

original and locally adapted versions) for the Pampa Húmeda region of southeastern South America. In

absence of local adaptation, only one of the pre-existing methods improves the simple isotropic model.

All locally adapted versions perform similarly well and outperform signi�cantly the original methods. A

new model based on the parametrization of Battle's model is proposed. It provides the best performance

compared to all locally adapted pre-existing models, under all-sky and discriminated sky conditions.

Keywords: di�use irradiance, shadow-band measurement, corrections models, sky anisotropy.

1. Introduction 1

Di�use radiation represents a signi�cant part of the Sun's radiation that reaches ground level. In mid- 2

latitude temperate climates about 1/3 of the annual global horizontal irradiation is di�use (Abal et al., 3

2017). This part of global irradiance has an important role in modeling the solar energy yield of various 4

solar technologies. It is required in transposition models to estimate the global irradiance on inclined surfaces, 5

the relevant solar input for solar photovoltaic and several thermal applications. Furthermore, knowledge of 6

the global and di�use irradiances incident on a surface can be used to estimate the Direct Normal Irradiance 7

(DNI), relevant for concentrated solar systems, via the closure relation (Eq. (1)), when measurements of this 8
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List of Symbols

δ Solar declination angle.

ε Sky clearness index (Perez et al., 1990).

ω Solar hour angle.

ωs Sunset solar hour angle.

φ Local latitude angle.

τb Beam transmittance, Gb/G0.

θ Zenith or polar angle of sky element.

θ0 Angle subtended by the shadow-band.

θz Solar zenith angle.

ϕ Azimuth angle of sky element.

ϕs Solar azimuth angle.

bi Anisotropy parameters of the Muneer & Zhang

model, for i = 1, 2.

dΩ Solid angle for a sky element, sin θ dθ dϕ.

f Correction factor for di�use horizontal irradi-

ance, such that Gdc = f Gdu.

fd Di�use fraction, Gd/Gh.

G0 Extraterrestrial solar irradiance (modulated by

the orbital factor).

Gb Direct normal irradiance, Wm−2.

Gd Di�use horizontal irradiance, Wm−2.

Gh Global horizontal irradiance, Wm−2.

G0h Extraterrestrial horizontal irradiance, G0 cos θz .

Gdc Corrected di�use horizontal irradiance, Wm−2.

Gdi Di�use horizontal irradiance intercepted by a

shadow-band, Wm−2.

Gdu Uncorrected di�use horizontal irradiance, as

measured by a shaded pyranometer, Wm−2.

kd Di�use clearness index, Gd/G0h.

kt Clearness index, Gh/G0h.

Lp Sky angular radiance, Wm−2/str.

N Sunshine duration (fractional hours).

N0 Maximum sunshine duration for a given site and

day (fractional hours).

nr Relative sunshine duration, N/N0.

r Shadow-band radius, m.

S Fraction of di�use horizontal irradiance inter-

cepted by a shadow-band, Gdi/Gd.

w Shadow-band width, m.

component are not available. For a horizontal surface, it can be stated that9

Gh = Gb cos θz +Gd, (1)

where θz is the solar zenith angle (see the list of symbols for the other de�nitions). The DNI estimated10

from this expression can have high uncertainties, specially at low Sun elevations. If no di�use irradiance11

measurements are available at a given site, a separation model can be used to estimate the di�use fraction12

from normalized global irradiance and other variables (Ridley et al., 2010; Ruiz-Arias et al., 2010; Gueymard13

& Ruiz-Arias, 2016), at the expense of adding considerable uncertainty even if the separation models are14

locally adjusted to high-quality data (Abal et al., 2017).15

To measure di�use radiation, beam irradiance must be blocked from the sensor by a shadowing device.16

This can be done in several forms: a shadow-sphere mounted on a precision solar tracker, a manually adjusted17

shadow-band, an automatically driven rotating shadow-band (RSR systems) or by a speci�cally designed18

�xed shadow-mask with no moving parts (Badosa et al., 2014), among other alternatives. These methods19

have di�erent accuracy, cost and maintenance requirements (Vignola et al., 2019). The shadow-sphere is the20
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low uncertainty option when a precision solar tracker is available. A shadow-band is a low-cost alternative 21

which can be potentially accurate if appropriate correction factors are used and it is a frequent choice due 22

to its good balance between cost, maintenance and accuracy. 23

During a di�use irradiance measurement, the shadow-band blocks the direct beam from the pyranometer 24

but also shades incoming di�use irradiance from part of the sky dome. A correction factor, f = Gd/Gdu, 25

must be applied to the uncorrected measurement, Gdu = Gd −Gdi, in order to account for the blocked 26

di�use irradiance. The irradiance intercepted by the band, Gdi, depends on the shadow-band geometry and 27

the di�use radiance distribution in the sky, which is a�ected by the cloud's distribution. The correction 28

factor is usually expressed as 29

f =
1

1− S
, (2)

in terms of the fraction of blocked di�use irradiance, S = Gdi/Gd. The simplest expression for S is obtained 30

by assuming an isotropic distribution of the di�use radiance in the sky. This calculation was originally done 31

by Drummond (1956) and it results in a correction factor that depends on the geometry of the shadow-band, 32

the solar declination angle and the latitude of the observer. However, the isotropic assumption is known 33

to be inaccurate: Drummond realized that due to anisotropy e�ects in the sky this correction factor would 34

underestimate the di�use irradiance and suggested to increment its monthly mean value by 3 to 7% of 35

the measurements average, depending on the predominant cloudiness conditions. Higher underestimations 36

have been reported, for instance, Stanhill (1985) found underestimations between 11 and 27% by working 37

with hourly data from the region of the Dead Sea. Under clear-sky conditions, most anisotropy in the sky 38

radiance distribution comes from the bright circumsolar region. In the presence of clouds, multiple re�ection 39

and scattering can produce more complex anisotropy e�ects which should be taken into account in order to 40

obtain accurate correction factors. 41

Several sophisticated models that attempt to improve on the isotropic assumption have been proposed. 42

Two broad approaches can be distinguished: (i) proposals based on analytical sky radiance distributions, 43

from which the blocked incident di�use irradiance can be numerically integrated (Ineichen et al., 1984; 44

Rawlins & Readings, 1986; Siren, 1987; Vartiainen, 1999; Muneer & Zhang, 2001) and (ii) proposals based 45

on empirical methods attempting to model directly a correction factor (Painter, 1981; Kasten et al., 1983; 46

Steven, 1984; LeBaron et al., 1990; Kudish & Ianetz, 1993; Batlles et al., 1995). Several authors have 47

evaluated the accuracy of di�erent correction methods working with data from di�erent climates (Rawlins 48

& Readings, 1986; Batlles et al., 1995; López et al., 2004; Kudish & Evseev, 2008; Sánchez et al., 2012). 49

However, there is no broad consensus as to which is the best correction method and this is to be expected, 50

since the local climate is known to be important in the related di�use-direct separation problem and there 51

is no universal separation model (Gueymard & Ruiz-Arias, 2016). 52

The main objectives of this work are to implement and evaluate nine pre-existing di�use irradiance 53
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correction models and to propose an enhanced correction model, that is optimized for the Pampa Húmeda54

region. This is a broad area of low homogeneous grasslands in southern South America, including the55

southern part of Brazil, the eastern part of Argentina and the territory of Uruguay. The climate is temperate,56

classi�ed as Cfa in the updated Köpen-Geiger scheme (Peel et al., 2007). The models are evaluated both in57

their original (generic) versions and in locally-adjusted or site-adapted forms working with 5-minute time58

intervals, in order to include some transient e�ects. Di�erent types of models are considered, including59

the isotropic correction, sky radiance based models and phenomenological models. Without local data and60

studies it is di�cult to establish general recommendations for a given site, either for original or locally-61

adapted models, being this an issue that has not been covered previously in the literature for these kinds62

of correction models. The evaluation of the generic form of the models is done to identify the best generic63

method and to quantify the impact of local adaptation in our region's climate. Full information is provided64

to enable the use of locally adjusted or adapted models in the Pampa Húmeda or in similar temperate climate65

regions. A new optimized model, which outperforms the pre-existing locally adapted models in this region, is66

presented. The model is an enhancement of the pre-existing Batlles et al. method, replacing the former sky67

clearness index for a modi�ed version which takes into account the solar altitude, and achieving a lower bias68

and dispersion by considering in its formulation an additional independent term and the bins of the Perez69

et al. (1993) model. In fact, the new proposal achieves lower bias and dispersion, not only under all-sky70

conditions, but also when discriminated for clear sky, partly cloudy and overcast skies. The comparison71

shows that the performance of some phenomenological models critically depends on the local adaptation72

and some sophisticated sky radiance models do not provide a signi�cant performance improvement over73

the simple isotropic model. Finally, as a contribution on the theoretical side, it is shown that Kasten's74

equation, used to transfer correction factors between di�erent shadow-band geometries (originally derived75

for a isotropic sky), is valid for any sky radiance distribution, provided the shadow-band satis�es certain76

requirements.77

This article is organized as follows. In Section 2 the details of the selected correction models are described,78

including the novel proposal of this work. In Section 3 the data being used is discussed along with the quality79

�lters applied. Section 4 describes the implementation and local adaptation of the models and Section 580

discusses their performance. Finally, in Section 6 the main conclusions are summarized.81

2. Shadow-band correction models82

Most shadow-band correction models either parametrize the correction factor f or estimate the fraction83

of di�use irradiance intercepted by the band, S, to obtain f from Eq. (2). Since S < 1 the correction factor84

will satisfy f > 1. This excludes the possibility that the shadow-band increases the di�use irradiance on85

the target pyranometer due to re�exion of circumsolar radiation on the internal band surface. Commercial86
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shadow-bands are usually coated with low-re�ectivity black paint to minimize this e�ect. In this article, we 87

assume that this e�ect can be neglected and f ≥ 1. 88

2.1. General considerations on shadow-band correction factors 89

2.1.1. Geometrical aspects 90

The sky angular radiance, Lp(θ, ϕ), describes the �ux of radiant energy per unit solid angle incoming 91

from each sky direction (θ, ϕ) excluding the direct beam. So that the di�use irradiance reaching an exposed 92

horizontal sensor is 93

Gd =

∫ π

−π

∫ π/2

0

Lp(θ, ϕ) cos θ dΩ, (3)

with dΩ = sin θ dθ dϕ. If the sky radiance is isotropically distributed its value is Lisop = Gd/π. An expression 94

for the di�use irradiance intercepted by the band can be obtained by restricting the integration above to 95

the portion of sky blocked by the shadow-band, 96

Gdi =

∫∫
band

Lp(θ, ϕ) cos θ dΩ, (4)

where the geometry of the shadow-band de�nes the integration limits. If the ratio between the band width 97

and its radius is small, b/r . 0.2, the surface integral in Eq. (4) can be approximated by a line-integral 98

along the solar path, using the solar hour angle (ω) as the single variable (Steven & Unsworth, 1980): 99

Gdi = θ0 cos δ

∫ ωs

−ωs

Lp(θz, ϕs) cos θz dω, (5)

where θ0 is the angle (radians) subtended by the shadow-band as seen by the pyranometer, ϕs is the solar 100

azimuth and δ is the solar declination. Both solar angles, θz and ϕs, depend on the solar declination, 101

the site's latitude (φ) and w by the usual expressions describing the solar apparent motion (Iqbal, 1983). 102

The integration limits are de�ned by the extreme values of the hour angle, which for a horizontal surface 103

are ωs = ± arccos(− tanφ tan δ). In Eq. (5), the geometry of the shadow-band is expressed by θ0 and is 104

separated from the in�uence of the sky condition (the line integral). For a �at shadow-band of negligible 105

thickness, 106

θ0 =
b

r
cos2 δ. (6)

In order to reduce the seasonal dependence of the correction factor, some commercial shadow-bands use a 107

'U'-shaped pro�le. For these bands, θ0 ' b/r (de Simón-Martín et al., 2016) with an error of less than 2% 108

and an impact of less than 0.5% in the correction factor (Kipp & Zonen , 2004). 109

2.1.2. Drummond's isotropic model (DR) 110

As mentioned in the introduction, Drummond used the isotropic assumption to evaluate Eq. (5) analyt- 111

ically (Drummond, 1956; Kipp & Zonen , 2004) and obtained 112

S0 =
2θ0
π

cos δ I1, (7)
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where113

I1 =
1

2

∫ ωs

−ωs

cos θz dω = cosφ cos δ sinωs + ωs sinφ sin δ, (8)

with θ0 and ωs expressed in radians (the notation I1 follows the work of Muneer & Zhang (2001), Subsec-114

tion 2.2.1). The isotropic correction factor from Eq. (2) is115

f0 =
1

1− S0
=

(
1− 2θ0

π
cos δ I1

)−1
(9)

and it depends on the local latitude, day of year and the geometry of the shadow-band, through θ0. The116

dependence of f0 with the day of year for a given latitude and two shadow-band pro�les is shown in Fig. 1.117

Since this expression does not account for anisotropic e�ects, such as circumsolar radiation, its utilization118

leads to a systematic underestimation of the di�use irradiance, except under complete cloud cover when the119

isotropic approximation is closely satis�ed.120

Figure 1: Isotropic correction factor, Eq. (9), for each ordinal day. Latitude is φ = −31.28◦ and b/r = 0.185.

2.1.3. Transfer of the correction factor to other shadow-bands121

The fraction of intercepted di�use irradiance, Eq. (5), can be written as122

S =
Gdi
Gd

= θ0 Γ, (10)

where only θ0 depends on the shadow-band geometry (assumed to satisfy θ0 . 0.2) and Γ depends on sky123

condition and on the Sun's apparent position. It follows that two bands with di�erent geometries, θ1 and θ2,124

will intercept fractions that satisfy S1/S2 = θ1/θ2 and the corresponding correction factors will be related125
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by 126

f2 =
f1θ1

f1θ1 + (1− f1) θ2
. (11)

This useful expression was originally derived by Kasten et al. (1983) for the particular case of isotropic di�use 127

sky radiance. However, as shown here, it holds valid for an arbitrary sky radiance distribution, provided 128

that two simple conditions are met: 129

i) Both geometries satisfy θ1,2 . 0.20, so that the approximation in Eq. (5) holds. 130

ii) That internally re�ected di�use irradiance can be neglected so that Eq. (2) holds and f ≥ 1. 131

2.2. Correction models based on assumed sky radiance parametric distributions 132

2.2.1. Muneer and Zhang (MZ) 133

As a compromise between a realistic anisotropic distribution and a simpli�ed analytical description that 134

takes into account some anisotropic e�ects, Muneer & Zhang (2001) use the simple sky radiance distribution 135

from Moon & Spencer (1942), 136

Lp(θ, ϕ) = Lz
1 + bi cos θ

1 + bi
, (12)

where Lz is the sky radiance at the zenith (θ = 0) and bi is a sky radiance distribution index. The index 137

i = 1, 2 corresponds to the two half-hemispheres of the sky, depending on the Sun's position. The Sun's 138

half-hemisphere (i = 1) is treated separately from the other half-hemisphere (i = 2). The original Moon & 139

Spencer proposal is a sky radiance distribution model for overcast sky and Muneer & Zhang extended it to 140

all-sky conditions by introducing a clearness index (kt = Gh/G0h) dependence in the bi parameters. This 141

parametrization was originally proposed by Muneer (1990) as part of a transport model relating the di�use 142

irradiance on an inclined surface to the horizontal di�use irradiance. The relationships between bi and kt 143

were �tted by Muneer using data of horizontal and inclined di�use irradiance from one site to adjust the 144

coe�cients and from two sites to validate the model. For cloudy conditions (kt ≤ 0.2), b1 = b2 = 1.68. For 145

other sky conditions (kt > 0.2), 146

b1 =
3.6− 10.46 kt
−0.4 + 6.974 kt

and b2 =
1.565− 0.990 kt
0.957 + 0.660 kt

. (13)

The integrals in Eqs. (3) and (5) can be evaluated analytically using the radiance distribution from

Eq. (12), resulting in expressions for Gd and Gdi,

Gd =
πLz

6

[
3 + 2b1
1 + b1

+
3 + 2b2
1 + b2

]
(14)

Gdi = 2θ0 cos δ Lz

[
I1 + I2 b1

1 + b1

]
, (15)

where I1 is given by Eq. (8) and 147

I2 = ωs sin2 φ sin2 δ +
sinωs sin(2φ) sin(2δ)

2
+

cos2 φ cos2 δ

2

[
ωs +

sin(2ωs)

2

]
.
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Finally, the S fraction from this model (and the corresponding correction factor f) are obtained as the148

ratio of Eq. (15) to Eq. (14). Note that the resulting expressions depend on kt and are independent of the149

normalization constant Lz.150

Although this simple model follows an overcast sky radiance model and has no explicit dependence151

on the Sun's position (other than treating separately the Sun's position in half-hemispheres), it has been152

compared to experimental data and found to be an improvement over Drummond's isotropic approximation.153

In particular, Muneer & Zhang (2001) report that the negative bias of the isotropic correction is reduced154

from −15.6 W/m2 to −0.7 W/m2 under clear-sky conditions (kt > 0.6) while small positive biases are155

obtained for kt ≤ 0.6. Other evaluations show similar improvements over the isotropic model (López et al.,156

2004; Sánchez et al., 2012).157

2.2.2. Vartiainen and Brunger (VB)158

Brunger & Hooper (1993a) proposed an expression for the sky radiance that explicitly depends on the159

Sun's position,160

Lp(θ, ϕ) = Gd

[
a0 + a1 cos θ + a2 e

−a3ψ

π (a0 + 2a1/3) + 2a2 I(θz)

]
, (16)

where I(θz) is such that the sky radiance Lp satis�es Eq. (3),161

I(θz) =

[
1 + e−a3π/3

1 + a23

]
·

[
π −

(
1− 2

πa3
· 1− e−a3π

1 + e−a3π/2

)
× (2θz sin θz − 0.02π sin (2θz))

]
. (17)

The �rst factor in Eq. (17) originally appeared with an erratum, corrected in Brunger & Hooper (1993b).162

The Sun's position dependence appears through ψ, the angle subtended between a given sky element (θ, ϕ)163

and the Sun's position (θz, ϕs).164

The dependence on the sky conditions is introduced by considering the coe�cients ai as discrete functions165

of the clearness index kt and the di�use fraction, fd = Gd/Gh. This last variable is not known a priory if the166

di�use irradiance is measured with a shadow-band. In our implementation we used the isotropic correction167

factor to estimate fd from the measured di�use irradiance, Gdu. No signi�cant di�erence was observed when168

compared to using the reference value of Gd. The coe�cients ai in Eq. (16) are given in Brunger & Hooper169

(1993a) for a matrix of 9× 9 bins in the (kt, fd) space. These coe�cients were determined by adjusting the170

model (using non-linear regression) to one year of data from sky scans made in Toronto, Canada (latitude171

φ = 43.67◦). In Vartiainen (1999), this radiance distribution was used to calculate the di�use irradiance172

intercepted by a shadow-band performing the numerical integration of Eq. (5). Monthly averaged correction173

factors were calculated using one year of data for Helsinki, Finland (latitude φ = 60◦), and were compared174

with Drummond's isotropic correction, the all-sky Perez et al. (1993) model (Subsection 2.2.3) and LeBaron175

et al. (1980) model (Subsection 2.3.3). For that location, Vartiainen found that the LeBaron et al. model176

produces slightly lower correction factors during summer.177
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2.2.3. Vartiainen and Perez (VP) 178

The sky luminance distribution from Perez et al. (1990), used in the all-sky Perez's model for di�use solar 179

irradiance (Perez et al., 1993), has also been used to calculate the S fraction and its corresponding correction 180

factor (Vartiainen, 1999). In the context of sky illuminance, this model has been shown to outperform several 181

other illuminance models (Perez et al., 1990). With the proper normalization, it can be interpreted as a sky 182

radiance distribution (Gracia et al., 2011), 183

Lp(θ, ϕ) = C (1 + a eb/ cos θ) · (1 + c edψ + e cos2 ψ), (18)

in terms of the angle ψ. The normalization constant C is determined in terms of Gd, using Eq. (3). Each 184

of the coe�cients (a, b, . . . e) can be related to di�erent aspects of the radiance distribution and depend on 185

the sky condition. As expected, this distribution peaks at the Sun's position (ψ = 0) so it captures the 186

circumsolar contribution to di�use irradiance. 187

The sky condition is originally modelled in Perez et al. (1990) by a set of two dimensionless parameters: 188

the sky brightness (or di�use clearness index), kd = Gd/G0h, and the modi�ed sky clearness parameter, ε′, 189

de�ned as 190

ε′ = 1 +
Gb/Gd

1 + 1.041 θ3z
, (19)

where θz is expressed in radians. When the sky condition is characterized in terms of kt and fd, these two 191

parameters (kd and ε
′) can be obtained as 192

kd = kt fd and ε′ = 1 +
1/fd − 1

cos θz (1 + 1.041 θ3z)
. (20)

The dependence of the sky radiance distribution on the sky condition is given through the vector of coe�- 193

cients x = (a, b, c, d, e), which satisfy 194

x(θz, kd, ε
′) = x1(ε′) + x2(ε′) θz + [x3(ε′) + x4(ε′) θz] kd. (21)

Each of these functions x are analytical in (θz, kd) but are discrete in ε′, through the xi values. The sky 195

clearness parameter is grouped in eight bins of increasing sky clearness with boundaries: [1, 1.065, 1.230, 196

1.500, 1.950, 2.800, 4.500, 6.200, ε′max], and the coe�cients xi for each bin are tabulated in Perez et al. 197

(1993). An exception in Eq. (21) occurs for x = c, d in the �rst bin ε′ ∈ [1, 1.065). For these cases the 198

coe�cients are 199

c(θz, kd, ε
′) = e{[c1+c2 θz ]kd}

c3 − c4, (22)

d(θz, kd, ε
′) = −e[d1+d2 θz ]kd + d3 + d4 kd. (23)

The tabulated values xi(ε
′) reported in Perez et al. (1993) were obtained from over 1600 sky scans at the 200

Lawrence-Berkeley Laboratory in California between 1985-86. In the same way as in the previous model 201

(VB), in our implementation we used the isotropic correction factor to estimate fd from the measured di�use 202

irradiance, Gdu. 203
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2.2.4. Comparison of parametric distributions204

In Fig. 2 the four analytical sky radiance distributions (VP, VB, MZ, ISO) are compared for four di�erent205

sky conditions ranging from clear sky to full overcast. Sky radiances are normalized with the isotropic sky206

radiance Lisop = Gd/π, which therefore appears as a horizontal line. Each panel shows the sky direction207

along the Sun's meridian, i.e. ϕ = ϕs for all θ. The Sun's altitude is �xed and corresponds to an air208

mass of 1.5 (θz = 48.2◦). Both VB and VP radiances peak at the Sun's position and these peaks represent209

the circumsolar contribution to di�use horizontal irradiance. The VP model under clear skies also shows210

some horizon brightening. The MZ model shows dependence with the polar angle, increasing towards the211

horizon under clear skies and decreasing under overcast condition. Under cloudy skies all models approach212

the isotropic distribution (see Fig. 2d).213

(a) Clear sky (kt = 0.80, fd = 0.10). (b) Slightly cloudy (kt = 0.60, fd = 0.40).

(c) Partly cloudy (kt = 0.40, fd = 0.85). (d) Overcast (kt = 0.05, fd = 1.00).

Figure 2: Relative sky radiance (normalized by the isotropic radiance) for the three anisotropic models MZ, VB and VP for

air mass 1.5 (θz = 48.2◦) along the Sun's meridian (ϕ = ϕs). Note that the y-axis has been modi�ed for �gure (d).
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2.3. Phenomenological correction models 214

Working with sky radiance distributions is not straightforward, as it involves (except for the simpli�ed MZ 215

model) the numerical evaluation of double integrals and the use of LUT (look-up-tables) for each data point. 216

Phenomenological models skip the sky radiance modeling and aim to obtain the correction factor directly. 217

Five widely used phenomenological models are considered and a new proposal is described, optimized in this 218

work for the region of interest. 219

2.3.1. Kasten et al. (KA) 220

In Kasten et al. (1983) the correction factor is parametrized as 221

f = A+B

(
kdu
kt

)3

+ C δ +
D

ln(1/τbu)
, (24)

where kdu = Gdu/G0h and τbu = Gbu/G0 are the di�use clearness index and the beam transmittance of the 222

uncorrected solar irradiance components, respectively. These dimensionless variables satisfy τbu = kt − kdu, 223

so the beam transmittance is derived from kt and kdu, restricted to τbu ≥ 0. 224

The constants of Eq. (24) were determined by Kasten et al. from less than one year of hourly data for 225

Hamburg, Germany, using a plane shadow-band with b/r = 0.169. A pyranometer under a shade-disk device 226

mounted on a solar tracker was used as the reference measurement and the reported values were A = 1.161, 227

B = −0.112, C = 0.0009 and D = −0.0246. 228

2.3.2. Steven et al. (ST) 229

Steven (1984) proposed an all-sky method that takes into account the anisotropy due to the circumsolar 230

region. The fraction of di�use irradiance blocked by the shadow-band is expressed as S = q S0, where S0 231

corresponds to the isotropic case. The anisotropic correction q is parametrized as 232

q = 1− C ξ +
C

I1
, (25)

where I1 is given by Eq. (8), ξ is a constant related to the angular width of the circumsolar region (ξ = 233

0.60 rad is the value used in Steven (1984)), and C is related to the relevance of the anisotropic e�ects. 234

It is expressed as a function of the relative sunshine hours for the day, nr = N/N0, as measured by a 235

Campbell-Stokes heliograph, 236

C(nr) =
C0 nr

1− ξ C0 (1− nr)
. (26)

Anisotropic e�ects are less relevant for cloudy days (nr = 0), and for a clear day (nr = 1) this expression 237

reduces to C0, which is given as C0 = 1.01 in Steven (1984). In sum, in order to allow for particular local 238

climatic conditions, this model can be considered to depend on two adjustable constants (C0 and ξ) and on 239

the relative sunshine duration for the day, nr. 240
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2.3.3. LeBaron et al. (LB)241

LeBaron et al. (1990) develop a Look Up Table (LUT) model for the correction factor f . Two years of242

hourly data from two sites in the U.S. (Albany, NY, and Blue�eld, WV) were used to de�ne the model in243

terms of four variables. One of them is the isotropic correction factor, f0 = 1/(1−S0), with S0 from Eq. (7).244

The solar zenith angle, θz, is the second variable. The other two are the di�use clearness index kd and the245

sky clearness parameter without the solar zenith angle correction,246

ε = 1 +
Gb
Gd

. (27)

The parameters kd and ε are calculated using the uncorrected di�use and beam irradiances, Gdu and Gbu,247

which satisfy the closure relation, Eq. (1). Each parameter is binned in four categories with the boundaries248

shown in Table 1, resulting in a LUT with 44 = 256 combinations. f0,max and εmax are the maximum249

experimental values for these variables. The correction factors tabulated in LeBaron et al. (1990) vary250

between 0.935 and 1.248, with the values lower than unity indicating that some re�ection from the inner251

part of the shadow-band was incident on the pyranometer.252

index variable / category 1 2 3 4

i θz (o) 0 35 50 60 90

j f0 1.000 1.068 1.100 1.132 f0,max

k ε 1.000 1.253 2.134 5.980 εmax

l kd 0.000 0.120 0.200 0.300 1.000

Table 1: Boundaries for the four categories of the LB model. The index column refers to the notation in LeBaron et al. (1990).

LeBaron et al. (1990) validate this model with independent data sets for both sites and show that it253

improves the isotropic correction factor, especially under partly clear skies when di�use irradiance tends to254

be high and anisotropy e�ects are most important.255

2.3.4. Batlles et al. (BA, BB)256

Batlles et al. (1995) builds on LeBaron et al. model by considering the same four parameters and257

replacing the LUT with two alternative linear parametrizations for the correction factor.258

The �rst proposal (named BA here) parametrizes f as259

f = a f0 + b ln(kd) + c ln(ε) + d e−1/ cos θz , (28)

with a, b, c, d empirical constants �tted to the data. The authors note that the sky clearness parameter ε is260
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one the most relevant predictors and propose a re�ned version (BB) with four categories in ε, 261

f =



a1 f0 + b1 ln (kd) + d1 e
−1/ cos θz ε ≤ 3.5

a2 f0 + b2 ln (kd) + d2 e
−1/ cos θz 3.5 < ε ≤ 8

a3 f0 + b3 ln (kd) 8 < ε ≤ 11

a4 f0 + b4 ln (kd) ε > 11.

(29)

Batlles et al. (1995) �t the coe�cients in Eqs. (28) and (29) using three years of data for Madrid (hourly) 262

and for Almeria (5-min) in Spain, based on Eppley shadow-bands with b/r ≈ 0.24. A third of the data set 263

was reserved for the validation of both models. As for the previous models, the parameters kd and ε in BA 264

and BB models are calculated using the uncorrected di�use and beam irradiances, Gdu and Gbu. 265

2.3.5. New proposal (NP) 266

After analyzing the performance of the BB method with di�erent ε bin structures, a large variability 267

between the �rst and last bins in Eq. (29) was observed. We consider a new linear model inspired in Eq. (28), 268

with the addition of a constant (which reduces the mean bias) and with eight bins in ε′, to allow a �t to 269

each sky condition, similar to the VP model. The use of the modi�ed sky clearness parameter in eight bins 270

is found to improve performance (this parameter is also calculated using the uncorrected di�use irradiance). 271

The new proposal can be summarized as, 272

f = ai f0 + bi ln (kd) + ci ln (ε′) + di e
(−1/ cos θz) + ei, (30)

for ε′ in the eight bins (i = 1, . . . 8) as de�ned in Perez et al. (1993). Boundaries in ε′ for these categories 273

and the locally adjusted coe�cients can be found in Table A.7. 274

3. Data and quality control 275

3.1. Data set description 276

A data set for a one year period (2019-2020) was generated at the Solar Energy Laboratory, located 277

in a semi-rural environment at Salto, Uruguay (latitude φ = −31.27◦, longitude ψ = −57.88◦, altitude 278

h = 59 m above sea level). As mentioned in the introduction, the site is representative of a broad region in 279

south-eastern South America, known as Pampa Húmeda, with a temperate climate designated Cfa in the 280

updated Köppen-Geiger classi�cation (Peel et al., 2007). 281

A Kipp & Zonen CM-121B shadow-band was used to measure the uncorrected di�use irradiance, Gdu. It 282

has a U-shape pro�le with b/r = 0.185 (Kipp & Zonen , 2004). The reference global and di�use horizontal 283

measurements were obtained with two Kipp & Zonen CMP10 pyranometers (spectrally �at, Class A accord- 284

ing to the ISO 9060:2018 standard). The pyranometer used to measure the reference di�use irradiance was 285
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behind a standard shading-sphere assembly mounted on a SOLYS2 precision solar tracker. A Kipp & Zonen286

CHP1 pyrheliometer, mounted on the same tracker, was used to measure the DNI (used in this work for287

quality-check only). All these instruments were last calibrated in July 2018 according to the relevant ISO288

standard by the Solar Energy Laboratory (Abal et al., 2018) against a secondary standard (Kipp & Zonen289

CMP22) which provides traceability to the World Radiometric Reference.290

Measurements were recorded at 1-minute time resolution between May 2019 and June 2020 and later291

integrated to 5-min intervals. This resulted in a 5-min data set with 57990 records of the reference variables292

(Gh, Gd, Gb) and 51881 records of the shadow-band variable Gdu. The data set is restricted to diurnal293

records (cos θz > 0) and then processed for quality control using 10 �lters, applied independently. The294

original data set includes a little bit more than one year data to compensate seasonal unbalances found after295

�ltering. Each season is adequately represented in the �nal data set.296

3.2. Quality control297

Quality control is extremely important when trying to evaluate small e�ects from the data. The correction298

factors are not large (representing corrections under 15%) and the di�erences between them are much smaller,299

so a careful quality control procedure is required in order to remove potentially erroneous or atypical data300

records from the data set.301

The set of quality-control procedures is based on the BSRN (Baseline Solar Radiation Network) rec-302

ommended �lters (McArthur, 2005) using local coe�cients. These are supplemented with a few additional303

criteria, adopted after inspection of the data in the dimensionless (kt, fd) and (kt, τb) spaces.304

The quality �ltering procedure is summarized in Table 2 and Fig. 3. Three BSRN �lters (F1 to F3 in305

Table 2) apply an upper bound to the measured irradiances, G, as306

G ≤ G0 p (cos θz)
a + c, (31)

where p, a and c are parameters which can be locally derived for each �lter from F1 to F3 by inspection307

of each tested variable (Gh, Gd, Gb). Filter F4 sets a minimum solar altitude, αs > 10◦ or cos θz > 0.174,308

discarding low-altitude measurements which are a�ected by larger cosine errors. Filter F5 tests that the309

three reference irradiance components satisfy the closure relation of Eq. (1) with a tolerance of 8% of the310

Gh average, to allow for experimental error. This �lter is only applied if Gh > 50 W/m2, as indicated in311

the BSRN guidelines. Filter F6 tests for fd ≤ 1.03, allowing a 3% tolerance for experimental error in the312

reference di�use fraction measurement. Filter F7 removes points of low kt and low fd, mostly associated313

with very low-irradiance measurements under heavy overcast conditions. Filter F8 is the upper bound314

kt < 1, which excludes a few short-lived over irradiance events, rarely found in the 5-min records. Filter315

F9 tests for consistency between the uncorrected di�use irradiance Gdu and the reference value Gd: the316

experimental correction factor fe = Gd/Gdu is required to be within 1 ≤ fe ≤ 1.5 f0 (internal re�ections317
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in the CM-121B shadow-band can be neglected). The lower limit proved to be useful to discard misaligned 318

shadow-band data. The upper limit of 1.5 f0 was determined by visual inspection of the fe/f0 histogram 319

and only discards a few outliers. Finally, �lter F10, inspired in the SERI-QC procedure (Maxwell et al., 320

1993), tests for anomalous clear-sky data, requiring τb < kt − kd,min, with kd,min = 0.06 determined from 321

inspection of the (kt, τb) diagram. Filters F2, F6 and F7 were applied also to the isotropically corrected 322

di�use horizontal measurement, Gdc, and are indicated in Table 2 as F2B, F6B and F7B, respectively. After 323

the �ltering procedure, about 1/3 of the data is discarded and a clean data set with 36939 5-min records 324

satisfying all �lters is obtained. 325

�lter condition variables input output % discarded

F1 Eq. (31) Gh 56950 56926 0.04

F2 Eq. (31) Gd 56918 56877 0.07

F2B Eq. (31) Giso
dc 51881 50571 2.53

F3 Eq. (31) Gb 54336 54336 0.00

F4 cos θz > 0.174 all 57990 49738 14.23

F5 Eq. (1) Gh, Gd, Gb 54335 53097 2.28

F6 fd < 1.03 Gh, Gd 56918 55472 2.54

F6B f iso
dc < 1.03 Gh, G

iso
dc 51881 43826 15.53

F7 kt < 0.20 & fd > 0.80 Gh, Gd 54336 54104 0.43

F7B kt < 0.20 & f iso
dc > 0.80 Gh, G

iso
d 50890 50768 0.24

F8 kt < 1 Gh 56950 56860 0.16

F9 1 ≤ fe < 1.5 f0 Gd, G
iso
dc 51880 45181 12.91

F10 τb < kt − 0.06 Gb, Gh 54336 54104 0.43

all all 57990 36939 36.3

Table 2: Details of the �ltering process applied on diurnal data records.

In addition, the ST model requires daily sunshine duration data (de�ned by the WMO as the period of 326

time in a day during which Gb > 120 W/m2). This variable is highly correlated with the average daily global 327

solar irradiation. We use a series of sunshine duration measured by a Campbell-Stokes heliograph recorded 328

at the National Agronomic Research Institute (INIA) site at Salto Grande, located 3 km away from the site 329

of our irradiance measurements. 330

4. Methodology 331

4.1. Model implementation and local adaptation 332

The nine pre-existing correction models described in Section 2 were implemented and tested, both in 333

their original and locally adapted versions. The assessment of the original versions, i.e. using the published 334
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(a) fd vs kt diagram. (b) τb vs kt diagram.

Figure 3: Results of the data quality control procedure represented in two dimensionless spaces (Maxwell et al., 1993). The

original data is plotted as gray crosses and the quality �ltered data as red circles.

coe�cients of the original models, allows to evaluate the baseline uncertainties in the target region when335

used as a generic (or universal) correction model. The local adaptation of these methods enhances their336

performance and provides either new local coe�cients or locally adjusted correction factors. It also provides337

an adequate comparison context for the novel proposal of this work, which is obviously only tested with338

local adaptation.339

4.1.1. Original models' implementation340

The sky radiance models VB and VP are implemented via numerical integration of Eqs. (3) and (5) using341

the corresponding sky radiance function. In the case of the MZ model, the sky radiance Lp is implemented342

analytically (Subsection 2.2.1). For the phenomenological models KA, BA and BB, the Kasten's formula343

(Eq. (11)) was used to transfer the correction factors to the particular model band geometry to the CM-344

121B shadow-band used in this work. For the LB model this transfer could not be applied because the345

geometry of the LB shadow-band was not provided in LeBaron et al. (1990). The ST model is applicable to346

di�erent shadow-band geometries by simply using the correct θ0 value in the isotropic fraction S0, Eq. (7).347

Drummond's isotropic correction function (DR) is also tested and it provides a baseline for the corrections.348

4.1.2. Local adaptation349

For local adaptation, models are separated into two categories as follows:350

i) Those whose coe�cients can be locally adjusted by using the shadow-band and reference di�use mea-351

surements (KA, ST, LB, BA, BB and NP).352
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ii) Those whose coe�cients can not be locally adjusted, either because the di�use irradiance information 353

is not enough to perform the adjustment, or because the model has too many or no parameters to 354

tune (DR, MZ, VB and VP). 355

The phenomenological models discussed in Subsection 2.3 belong to type (i). On the other hand, the VB 356

and VP sky-radiance distributions have 4× 48 = 192 and 8× 20 = 160 adjustable coe�cients, respectively, 357

and a proper adjustment of these parameters requires directional sky radiance measurements from an sky 358

scanner. Due to this the sky-radiance models (including also the MZ model) belong to type (ii). The DR 359

model is included in this second category as it has no adjustable parameters. 360

The locally-adjusted versions of type (i) models are obtained from local data using a standard random- 361

sampling and cross-validation procedure. Depending on the model, linear or non-linear multiple regression 362

is used. For type (ii) models, a site-adaptation post-procedure is required. A simple linear site-adaptation 363

function (Polo et al., 2016) is used, so that the corrected di�use irradiance is 364

Gdc = a (f Gdu) + b, (32)

where a and b are the slope and intercept of the linear �t, respectively, found by standard linear regres- 365

sion. This site-adaptation allows for a fair comparison between all locally-adjusted models. Both the 366

site-adaptation and the local �ts were performed by random sampling and cross-validation, using 60% of 367

the data for local adaptation and 40% for validation. The 60/40 random split was repeated 100 times and 368

the average coe�cients and performance indicators are calculated for the ensemble. 369

The original and locally �tted coe�cients for the phenomenological models are provided in the Appendix 370

in Tables A.6 and A.7, and the values of a and b for the site-adapted models are listed in Table 3 below. 371

The intercept (b) is small for all models and the slope correction (a) varies from ' +9% (MZ) to ' −5% 372

(VB). The slope correction for the DR model is consistent with the known 3-4% underestimation from the 373

isotropic approximation. 374

coef. DR MZ VB VP

a (no unit) 1.0310 1.0908 0.9502 0.9569

b (W/m2) 1.0300 -3.0251 -1.4992 0.1031

Table 3: Coe�cients for the site-adaptation of analytical models, Eq. (32).

4.2. Performance metrics 375

The performance assessment is done by using three common metrics, namely, the Mean Bias Deviation 376

(MBD), the Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Integral (KSI) (Gueymard, 377
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2014). These quantities are de�ned as follow,378

MBD =
1

n

n∑
i=1

(ŷi − yi), RMSD =

[
1

n

n∑
i=1

(ŷi − yi)2
] 1

2

, KSI =

∫ ym

0

|F (y)− F̂ (y)| dy, (33)

where yi stands for the reference value (Gd), ŷi for the corrected value (Gdc), ym for the maximum in379

{Gd, Gdc} and F and F̂ are cumulative distributions functions of yi and ŷi, respectively. This set of indicators380

has been used successfully in this region to assess the performance of empirical di�use fraction models (Abal381

et al., 2017) and satellite based solar assessment models (Laguarda et al., 2020). These metrics have units382

of W/m2 but can be expressed in relative terms (rMBD, rRMSD and rKSI) as a percentage of the average383

reference value, Ḡd. Since each of them quanti�es a di�erent similarity aspect between the measured and384

corrected data sets, it is convenient to de�ne a collective performance indicator as,385

CPI =
1

3
(|rMBD|+ rRMSD + rKSI) . (34)

This global index, which is expressed as a percentage of the average reference value, Ḡd, is used as an386

indicator for overall model performance.387

5. Results and discussion388

In this section the correction models' performances are discussed, both in their original and locally389

adapted versions. The coe�cients for both versions of each model are provided in Tables A.6 and A.7.390

5.1. Original models391

The performance results for the nine models with their original coe�cients are presented in Table 4.392

The metrics of Subsection 4.2 were calculated for the all-sky data set and also for three subsets (I, II, III)393

associated to di�erent sky conditions according to kt: clear sky, partly cloudy skies and overcast skies. Fig. 4394

shows the corresponding nine scatter-plots between the reference di�use measurement and the shadow-band395

corrected di�use measurement, showing in color (online version) the kt discrimination.396

The lowest overall biases are observed for DR (underestimation) and ST model (overestimation). Around397

half of the models (including DR, which has a well-known negative bias) underestimate the di�use irradiance.398

The underestimation of these models is present under the three sky conditions, with the exception of the DR399

model, which changes its behavior to overestimation under overcast sky. MZ is the only sky radiance-based400

model that underestimates di�use irradiance. Most models have biases within ±6%, except for the BA401

and BB phenomenological models, which show high underestimation biases when used with their original402

coe�cients. For these two models, large underestimation occurs under the three sky conditions, being worst403

under overcast sky for the BB model and under clear sky for the BA model. This behavior can also be404
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sky condition metric (%) DR MZ VB VP KA ST LB BA BB

rMBD -2.3 -6.4 6.3 4.4 6.2 1.6 6.3 -21.1 -21.8

all sky rRMSD 7.3 11.0 10.2 8.4 9.0 6.3 9.6 25.2 28.3

rKSI 2.5 6.4 6.3 4.4 6.2 1.7 6.3 21.0 21.9

Ḡd = 143.7 W/m2 CPI 4.0 7.9 7.6 5.8 7.2 3.2 7.4 22.4 24.0

mostly clear sky rMBD -2.5 -5.9 6.5 5.0 10.9 2.4 5.6 -19.7 -34.8

(kt ≥ 0.6) rRMSD 8.2 11.5 9.3 8.8 13.2 7.2 8.8 22.3 41.0

data count: 22950 rKSI 2.8 5.9 6.5 5.1 10.9 3.0 5.6 19.7 34.8

Ḡd = 115.7 W/m2 CPI 4.5 7.7 7.4 6.3 11.7 4.2 6.7 20.6 36.9

partly cloudy rMBD -2.7 -7.4 5.8 3.5 1.4 0.5 6.6 -17.7 -8.1

(0.2 < kt < 0.6) rRMSD 6.1 9.9 9.5 7.2 3.9 5.0 9.1 20.6 12.9

data count: 10695 rKSI 2.7 7.4 5.8 3.9 1.4 0.7 6.6 17.7 8.3

Ḡd = 221.2 W/m2 CPI 3.8 8.2 7.1 4.9 2.3 2.1 7.4 18.7 9.8

overcast rMBD 2.4 -3.1 9.1 6.1 2.8 3.6 9.9 -61.5 -15.0

(kt ≤ 0.2) rRMSD 4.3 5.0 13.9 9.2 4.1 5.5 11.3 65.7 16.0

data count: 3285 rKSI 2.4 3.0 9.1 6.1 2.8 3.6 9.9 59.9 15.0

Ḡd = 87.5 W/m2 CPI 3.1 3.7 10.7 7.1 3.2 4.2 10.4 62.4 15.3

Table 4: Performance indicators for the nine original models, expressed as a percentage of the average reference di�use irradiance

(Ḡd). The best performing models in terms of the combined index (CPI) are highlighted in boldface.

observed in the scatter-plots of Fig. 4, panels (g) and (h), especially the large overcast underestimation of 405

the BA model. Most models have an overall rRMSD between 6 and 11%, with the exception of the BA 406

and BB models a�ected by the large bias deviations already discussed. The lowest rRMSD are observed, 407

again, for the ST and DR models. The rKSI metric orders the models in the same way as the rRMSD, but 408

enhances the di�erences within values. As a result, the overall CPI metric discriminates the original models 409

roughly into three groups: 410

(a) The best performing original models (ST and DR). 411

(b) Middle-range models (VP, KA, LB, VB and MZ) that may be used in the region in its original version 412

but with higher uncertainties than the simple DR model. 413

(c) Models that should not be used in region without local adjustment (BA and BB). 414

The sky condition discrimination shows further insights. As shown in the data counts of Table 4, 415

the overall metrics are dominated by the mostly clear sky condition, the prevailing situation in the local 416

climate. The best performing model under clear skies is, consistently, the ST model, followed by the DR 417

model. However, under the highly anisotropic partly cloudy conditions, the �rst and second models are ST 418
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(a) MZ model. (b) VB model. (c) VP model.

(d) KA model. (e) ST model. (f) LB model.

(g) BA model. (h) BB model. (i) Isotropic model (DR).

Figure 4: Scatter-plots between the reference di�use measurement (Gd) and the corrected shadow-band di�use measurement

(Gdc) for the nine pre-existing models with their original coe�cients or non site-adapted (color in online version).
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and KA, respectively. Furthermore, the KA model is also the second option for overcast condition, very close 419

to the DR model. Of course, the DR model is the best model under overcast conditions, where the isotropic 420

assumption holds better (see Fig. 2 panel (d)). The KA model is indeed a good choice for partly cloudy and 421

overcast conditions and deserves further investigation in other regions. Its overall all-sky performance is not 422

within the best ones because of its poor performance under clear sky, with a high overestimation bias of 423

' 11%. An interestig alternative (not explored in this �rst article on the subject) is to use a combination of 424

these models for di�erent sky conditions. For instance, for this region, the ST model can be used for mostly 425

clear and partly cloudy skies and the DR model for overcast conditions (kt ≤ 0.2). Without local adaptation 426

and in the absence of sunshine hours records, i.e. when only the uncorrected shadow-band measurement is 427

available, the best combination for this region is to use the DR model for clear sky and overcast conditions 428

and the KA model for partly cloudy. 429

In sum, the ST model is the best generic model to use in the Pampa Húmeda region without local 430

adaptation and it is the only one to outperform the isotropic method. However, it requires daily sunshine 431

duration records and, in the absence of such information, the simple Drummond correction is the best choice, 432

at least for this target region. This claim may be also applicable for other regions and climates, and also the 433

overall performance may be improved by using a models' combination, but all these require speci�c studies. 434

5.2. Locally adapted models 435

The details on the local adaptation of all models have been presented in Subsection 4.1.2. The results for 436

the locally adapted models are presented in Table 5, with the same metrics and sky condition discrimination 437

as the previous analysis for original models. However, in this case, the performance indicators are calculated 438

via the random sampling and cross-validation procedure. The locally adjusted versions perform better and 439

their metrics become closer, with KSI gaining in importance (it can resolve small di�erences between similar 440

performing models). Overall biases are within ±1%, being negligible in most cases, with the exceptions 441

of the ST, KA and LB models. In the rRMSD metric two groups of models are distinguishable, those 442

around 4-5% (KA and NP) and the rest with 6-7%. In this case, the rKSI order (measuring the similarity 443

between cumulative distributions) does not mimic the rRMSD, providing another models' order without 444

distinguishable groups. The scatter-plots of locally adapted models are quite similar, so in this section we 445

will only show the most relevant ones. The full set of scatter-plots are provided in high resolution in the 446

online version of this article. 447

The new model proposed in this work (NP), inspired in the BA and BB models, is the best performing 448

local model for the target region. It is unbiased and has the lowest overall rRMSD and rKSI, and presents 449

the best overall CPI with a small gap from the other models. These observations holds not only for all-sky 450

conditions, but also for the three sky subsets. Fig. 5 shows the scatter-plot for this model in comparison 451

with the baseline isotropic model. For the NP model, samples for the three sky conditions are centered 452
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sky condition metric (%) DR MZ VB VP KA ST LB BA BB NP

rMBD 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.7 0.8 -0.9 -0.1 0.0 0.0

all sky rRMSD 6.5 6.2 6.9 6.2 4.9 6.2 6.9 6.2 6.3 4.7

rKSI 0.9 0.6 0.7 1.4 1.2 1.2 1.8 0.8 0.7 0.4

Ḡd = 143.7 Wm−2 CPI 2.5 2.3 2.5 2.5 2.3 2.8 2.6 2.4 2.3 1.7

mostly clear sky rMBD -0.4 0.1 -0.1 0.6 -0.5 1.3 -1.2 -0.5 -0.3 0.0

(kt ≥ 0.6) rRMSD 6.9 6.7 6.9 7.1 5.9 6.9 7.5 6.6 6.7 5.8

data count: 22950 rKSI 1.7 1.3 1.7 1.9 1.3 2.6 2.7 1.4 1.2 0.6

Ḡd = 115.7 Wm−2 CPI 3.0 2.7 2.9 3.2 2.6 3.6 3.8 2.8 2.8 2.1

partly cloudy rMBD -0.1 -0.3 -0.1 -0.9 -1.0 0.0 -1.2 0.1 0.1 0.1

(0.2 < kt < 0.6) rRMSD 5.6 5.3 6.2 5.0 3.8 5.0 5.8 5.4 5.5 3.5

data count: 10695 rKSI 1.1 1.0 1.4 1.6 1.2 0.7 1.2 1.1 0.9 0.5

Ḡd = 221.2 Wm−2 CPI 2.3 2.2 2.6 2.5 2.0 1.9 2.7 2.2 2.2 1.3

overcast rMBD 4.4 2.3 2.0 1.7 0.9 3.5 4.6 0.9 1.8 -0.3

(kt ≤ 0.2) rRMSD 6.6 5.2 8.3 5.7 2.6 5.3 6.4 3.8 4.3 2.8

data count: 3285 rKSI 4.4 2.9 3.2 2.0 1.0 3.5 4.6 1.5 1.9 0.7

Ḡd = 87.5 Wm−2 CPI 5.1 3.4 4.5 3.1 1.5 4.1 5.2 2.0 2.6 1.3

Table 5: Performance indicators for the ten localized models, expressed as a percentage of the average reference di�use irradiance

(Ḡd). The overall mean bias is under ±1% in all cases. The best performing models in terms of the combined index (CPI) are

highlighted in boldface.

on the x = y line (dashed-line in red), being essentially unbiased as the corresponding rMBD indicators453

also show in Table 5. The site-adapted isotropic model, as seen in Fig. 5, shows an overcast overestimation454

which is partially compensated by a clear sky underestimation. This also happens to several other models455

in Table 5, i.e. the LB model, to mention the weakest in this sense. The NP model also shows a smaller456

dispersion of the samples around the x = y line for each sky condition. In fact, it is the lowest dispersion457

from all models, as shown by the rRMSD metrics in Table 5.458

The NP model is an enhancement of the BB and BA models, which are the models that are most459

impacted by the local adaptation procedure. Comparison of Tables 4 and 5 shows that their performance460

metrics improve signi�cantly, both under all-sky and discriminated by sky conditions. The scatter-plot461

of their local versions, Fig. 6, can be easily contrasted with the high deviations observed in the original462

versions, Fig. 4 panels (g) and (h). However, the NP model improves upon them (both in alignment and463

dispersion, or rMBD and rRMSD). The radical change in performance due to the local adaptation of these464

two models is also expected for the NP proposal, so this correction model should not be used in other regions465

or climates without local adaptation procedure. This also applies for the BB and BA models, as shown.466
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(a) Novel proposal (NP). (b) Isotropic model (DR).

Figure 5: Scatter-plots between the reference di�use measurement (Gd) and the corrected shadow-band di�use measurement

(Gdc) for the novel model of this work and the baseline isotropic model.

The evaluation of the NP model in other climates is required to test if the enhancements presented in this 467

work imply also a modi�cation of the model's robustness under di�erent climates. In this sense, we provide 468

in http://les.edu.uy/RDpub/JMRM_SBCF_model.zip a matlab program that runs, adjusts and evaluates 469

the novel model based on a local set of data. 470

When locally adapted, several models are a good choice to use in the region. The second best performing 471

model is the KA model, which presents low dispersion under each sky condition and low overall bias. This 472

model is ranked in the top three positions of CPI both for all-sky and discriminated sky conditions and it has 473

the best rRSMD under overcast sky, narrowly outperforming the NP model for this speci�c sky condition. 474

Furthermore, the KA model has a good balance between accuracy and simplicity, as it only has 4 adjustable 475

coe�cients. By looking at the overall CPI, the BB, BA and MZ models achieve a similar ranking of 2.3-2.4%. 476

The sophisticated VP and VB sky radiance models achieve similar performance than the rest. The unbiased 477

isotropic model (site-adapted DR) is a simple alternative which, once locally adapted, yields similar results 478

as more complicated models and can be considered as a good alternative. Since all localized models perform 479

reasonably well, the selection of the correction model can be based on convenience and on the available 480

information. The ST model, identi�ed as the best generic model to use in the region, does not improve its 481

performance metrics signi�cantly when locally adapted. Its bias is reduced, but the rRMSD and rKSI is 482

only slightly reduced, thus the model results in the worst ranked local version in spite of having the addition 483

sunshine hours information. Consistently, the coe�cients of this model do not vary too much between the 484
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(a) BA model. (b) BB model.

Figure 6: Scatter-plots between the reference di�use measurement (Gd) and the corrected shadow-band di�use measurement

(Gdc) for the phenomenological models that where most improved by the local adaptation.

original and local versions (see Table A.6).485

6. Conclusions486

Phenomenological models used in solar resource assessment have di�erent performance under di�erent487

climates and the necessity and impact of local adaptation is often overlooked in the literature. In this488

work, an assessment of several shadow-band correction models for di�use irradiance measurement in the489

Pampa Húmeda region is reported, both in their original and locally adapted forms, showing the impact of490

local adaptation on this kind of models. The evaluation includes a novel proposal which outperforms the491

pre-existing models for this region, even when they are locally adapted.492

The best generic (i.e. without local adaptation) model for the Pampa Húmeda is the ST model (Steven,493

1984), requiring additional daily sunshine duration information. If only shadow-band measurements are494

available, the best generic model for the region is the isotropic correction of Drummond (1956) (DR). This495

implies that the use of more sophisticated correction models without local adaptation, i.e. outside of the496

region for which they were derived, should be avoided, with the mentioned exception of the ST model. The497

DR model is known to underestimate di�use irradiance by a small amount (con�rmed by the results from498

this article) composed by an overestimation under cloudy skies and an underestimation under clear and499

partially cloudy conditions. A critical dependence of two models from Batlles et al. (1995) (labelled here500
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as BA and BB) with the local adaptation was found, implying that they should not be used in this region 501

without a previous local adjustment of their coe�cients. 502

Rather than using generic models, it is preferable to use locally adapted versions. However, the work 503

involved in local adaptation varies considerably between models. In this article we calculated the local 504

coe�cients and post-processing constants to use in the region for the ten models (including the novel 505

proposal) analyzed, in order to reduce biases and enhance overall performance. Among locally adapted 506

models, the performance di�erences are quite small and any of them may be used, hence the choice may 507

be based on the user convenience for implementing the model and performing the local adaptation. The 508

best performing model is the novel proposal made here, NP, with negligible bias and a rRMSD under 5%. 509

It has the best performance metrics under all-sky conditions and under discriminated sky conditions (clear, 510

partially cloudy, cloudy). As the model is an enhancement of the pre-existing BB and BA phenomenological 511

models (Batlles et al., 1995), its performance is expected to be strongly dependent on local adaptation and 512

its utilization is not recommended in other climates without the local adjustment, pending further studies 513

to test its robustness under di�erent climates. The local implementation of the NP model has the best 514

performance but it requires to adjust 40 coe�cients to local data. With simplicity in consideration, the 515

locally adjusted KA (Kasten et al., 1983) model can be singled out, as it provides an overall low bias and 516

low dispersion under each sky condition and has only four adjustable coe�cients. In particular, it was 517

found that the sophisticated sky radiance models do not provide any outstanding feature, nor in overall or 518

sky-discriminated performance, nor in their generic or locally adapted versions, so their utilization is not 519

found to report signi�cant advantages over phenomenological models. 520
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Appendix A. Models' coe�cients 524

The values of the local coe�cients for the phenomenological models (KA, ST, LE, BA, BB, NP) described 525

in Subsection 2.3 are listed in the tables below. These are included here in order to make the localized versions 526

of the models usable in the broad region (Pampa Húmeda) or in other regions with a similar climate (Cfa). 527

The original coe�cients are also reported (except the LB model), for completeness. 528
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model Reference

KA A B C D Eq. (24)

original 1.161 -0.112 0.0009 -0.025 Kasten et al. (1983)

local 1.235 -0.191 -0.0362 -0.049 this work

ST C0 ξ (rad) Eq. (25)

original 1.01 0.60 Steven (1984)

local 1.03 0.74 this work

BA a b c d Eq. (28)

original 1.245 0.522 0.230 0.322 Batlles et al. (1995)

local 1.085 0.048 0.017 -0.047 this work

Table A.6: Coe�cients for original and local versions of models KA, ST, BA.

model Reference

BB bin ε1 ε2 a b d Eq. (29)

original

1 1.0 3.5 1.178 0.207 - 0.122

Batlles et al. (1995)
2 3.5 8.0 1.454 0.655 - 0.476

3 8.0 11.0 1.486 0.495 - 0

4 11.0 εmax 1.384 0.363 - 0

local

1 1.0 3.5 1.080 0.040 - -0.043

this work
2 3.5 8.0 1.007 -0.053 - 0.195

3 8.0 11.0 1.024 0.001 - 0

4 11.0 εmax 1.033 0.013 - 0

NP bin ε′1 ε′2 a b c d e Eq. (30)

local

1 1.00 1.065 0.3775 -0.0087 0.6181 0.0919 0.5725

this work

2 1.065 1.230 0.4151 0.0159 0.4852 -0.0202 0.6007

3 1.230 1.500 0.3818 0.0313 0.2051 -0.0477 0.7177

4 1.500 1.950 0.0645 -0.0478 0.0625 0.0676 1.0058

5 1.950 2.800 -0.1446 -0.1167 -0.0889 0.1531 1.2349

6 2.800 4.500 -0.2518 -0.1818 -0.1971 0.2529 1.3465

7 4.500 6.200 -0.2305 -0.2245 -0.2643 0.2304 1.3431

8 6.200 ε′max 0.3101 0.1267 0.0705 -0.0714 0.9491

Table A.7: Coe�cients (original and local) for models BB, NP. The bins for BB are de�ned by ε1 ≤ ε < ε2. The bins for NP

follow the same pattern but in ε′ (rigth-open intervals) and are adapted from Perez et al. (1993).
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(i, j, 1, 1) (i, j, 1, 3)

1.051 1.082 1.1298 1.1288 1.051 1.082 1.1286 1.1285

1.051 1.1279 1.1294 1.1283 1.051 1.1276 1.129 1.1292

1.1287 1.1273 1.1273 1.1301 1.1294 1.1279 1.1296 1.1321

1.1279 1.1286 1.1258 1.1353 1.1289 1.1294 1.1296 1.156

(i, j, 2, 1) (i, j, 2, 3)

1.051 1.082 1.1282 1.1291 1.051 1.082 1.1278 1.1287

1.051 1.1274 1.1293 1.1283 1.051 1.1276 1.1278 1.1282

1.1292 1.1293 1.1279 1.1321 1.1288 1.1273 1.1282 1.1283

1.1287 1.1287 1.1297 1.1294 1.1289 1.1295 1.1288 1.1286

(i, j, 3, 1) (i, j, 3, 3)

1.051 1.082 1.1272 1.1297 1.051 1.082 1.1279 1.1287

1.051 1.082 1.1286 1.156 1.051 1.13 1.1289 1.1274

1.0944 1.082 1.1217 1.133 1.1289 1.1274 1.1292 1.1283

1.1298 1.1261 1.1263 1.128 1.1291 1.129 1.1298 1.1284

(i, j, 4, 1) (i, j, 4, 3)

1.051 1.082 1.129 1.1287 1.051 1.082 1.117 1.156

1.1299 1.1286 1.129 1.1289 1.051 1.082 1.117 1.156

1.1287 1.1291 1.1291 1.1292 1.1261 1.1168 1.1328 1.1305

1.1288 1.1287 1.1284 1.1289 1.1293 1.1271 1.1319 1.1281

(i, j, 1, 2) (i, j, 1, 4)

1.051 1.082 1.1298 1.1282 1.051 1.082 1.1296 1.1293

1.051 1.1296 1.1293 1.13 1.051 1.1298 1.1284 1.1273

1.1282 1.13 1.128 1.1301 1.1283 1.1254 1.131 1.156

1.1284 1.1289 1.1279 1.1329 1.1312 1.082 1.117 1.156

(i, j, 2, 2) (i, j, 2, 4)

1.051 1.082 1.1339 1.1286 1.051 1.082 1.1299 1.1286

1.051 1.1279 1.1296 1.1293 1.1271 1.1294 1.1297 1.1293

1.1229 1.132 1.1293 1.1286 1.1294 1.1288 1.1274 1.1295

1.1289 1.1274 1.1284 1.1301 1.1287 1.1282 1.1279 1.1285

(i, j, 3, 2) (i, j, 3, 4)

1.051 1.082 1.1293 1.1286 1.051 1.082 1.1258 1.1277

1.051 1.1284 1.1287 1.1281 1.051 1.1277 1.1278 1.1279

1.1282 1.1292 1.1307 1.1297 1.1279 1.1277 1.1292 1.1305

1.1304 1.1295 1.1283 1.1291 1.1282 1.1267 1.1277 1.1299

(i, j, 4, 2) (i, j, 4, 4)

1.051 1.082 1.1286 1.1289 1.051 1.082 1.117 1.156

1.1275 1.1282 1.1293 1.1298 1.051 1.082 1.117 1.156

1.1288 1.1288 1.1283 1.1287 1.051 1.082 1.117 1.156

1.1289 1.1289 1.129 1.1288 1.1283 1.1065 1.1307 1.1294

Table A.8: LUT with the 256 correction factors for the local LB model, described in Subsection 2.3.3. The bins (i, j, k, l)

are de�ned in Table 1. In each sub-matrix, i → columns (1 to 4), j → rows (1 to 4). The header of each sub-matrix shows

the values of k → ε and l → kd. The underlined values correspond to empty category that are �lled with the mean isotropic

correction factor. The corresponding values for the original model can be found, in the same format, in LeBaron et al. (1990).
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